Welcome to the Login Page for the Middle East Politics Simulation

If you are a player in the current simulation, please enter your role name and password below to log in.

Role Id: control
Password: *******

Enter Simulation
MEPS (Middle East Politics Sims)

- Genesis: Melb Uni, St.Hilda's, 1989
- Melb Sims: Andrew, Michael, Clem, 1990-1992
- Roni and Albert, Fablusi
- Macquarie, 1993-1997
- Web Interface 1998
- Macquarie, 1998-... (Raph, Sally)
- High Schools, 2001-...
- Hans-Christian Ralking (Paklet, Ecolicense)
Middle East Politics Simulation (MEPS) 1998 - today
Andrew Vincent, 1998 – 2006 at MQ

Semester One
• MQ + Georgetown University

Semester Two
• MQ + University of
2007 - 2008

2007

• Web CT: MQ + CSU

• MEPS: Deakin University + UNSW

2008

• MEPS: Deakin University + UNSW + CSU
MEPS Collaboration Lessons

- Educational need + Technology enabler
- Development needs a team effort
- Re-use facilitated by mentoring
- Cross-institution/discipline worthwhile
- International scheduling can be tricky
- Students appreciate “others”
- Sort out “ownership” in advance